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      I have made it my personal tradition to record the first sound of a bird singing, a
cardinal heralding, and the odor of a skunk as signs of winter drawing to an end. These
six-and-a-half years in Maine, I now have adopted a ritual to say a prayer of thanksgiving
for all these signs of spring. A week ago Monday, I heard a bird making its first attempt at
a tune. Then, and I thought it was a little early, I listened to the cardinal sounding from a
high tree last Wednesday as I walked Sophie toward the house. Last night, as Sophie made
her last trip around the yard before bed, I smelled the fresh odor of a Spring skunk. Now,
I know that we have much more snow and ice in our future. But these signs of spring, not
to mention more sunlight, lighten the heaviness of winter.
 
      The ritual of marking spring’s approach parallels the rituals of marking the 40 days of
Lent. We mark the days of Lent by making an intention to pray more regularly. We might
fast from something with the intention that every time we think about what we’ve
abstained from, we think of God. Some of us might decide to make a gift from our tax
return to St. Paul’s or make a pledge to a non-profit that is helping to “bind up the
broken-hearted” and needy.
 
     Prayer, Fasting, Almsgiving are the basics of observing a holy Lent. We commit to
these observances for the singular reason that they form the basis of Christ’s
commandment. “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, all your soul, and with all
your mind….Love your neighbor as you love yourself.”  
 
     Prayer gives us the opportunity to connect with God deeply. In prayer we hear the
depth of love God has for each of us. Prayer also connects us with the “neighbor” we are
commanded to love. Just setting the name of our neighbor out there for God to hear,
helps us move toward loving our neighbor more and more. And finally, the neighbor who
sits in the opposite pew, or the Vestry person you didn’t know at all, are neighbors whose
Lenten meditations helps us make a godly and remarkable connection with each other. 
 

                                                              continued on next page
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A NOTE FROM THE RECTOR
by The Rev. Carolyn H. Eklund



     Fasting is another practice that potentially connects us to God. Yes, it is also a
way to help our sanity. For example, if we abstain from social media or cable
news, our mental health could improve! Fasting is a symbolic gesture of
intentionally “doing without” something we’ve grown to depend on, maybe too
much. That’s why in the monasteries of the Middle Ages, fasting was marked by a
day before Ash Wednesday of making and eating rich foods. In those days over the
winter months, the faithful had become a little dependent on eating rich foods! 
Eggs, flour, butter, sugar, and honey were taken from the kitchen storage cabinets
and used up on Shrove Tuesday and pastries were made. Our modern version of
Shrove Tuesday is to make pancakes!
 
     In the monasteries, the only time the Abbot broke his fast in Lent was to break
bread with a stranger, sojourner who stopped by needing a meal and a bed. I love
that for the sake of hospitality, for sharing food with a stranger, the fast was
broken! See how important Christian hospitality is!
 
     Finally, the practice of almsgiving is intended to be financial above and beyond
what we already pledge to the organizations we love. Last 
summer, as we were preparing for the Stewardship 
program, the Stewardship team became aware that not
everyone has the same financial circumstances at the 
end of the year when St. Paul’s asks for your pledge. We 
realize that many people have better circumstances in the
spring or as the tax refunds come in. Almsgiving in Lent 
is a wonderful way to give a portion of your tax return to 
St. Paul’s or to a non-profit that you love. What better 
way to observe Lent than to make a financial contribution 
to improve the life of someone in need!

                                                           stpaulsmaine.org/giving/
     It is true that these 40 days of Lent give us an opportunity to deepen our
connection with God’s love and grow in love toward our neighbor. But we are also
preparing to rejoice on the day of the Resurrection.I invite you to share in the
rituals of Lent and Holy Week at St. Paul’s.
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http://youtube.com/channel/UCGTTgu_kGTVO7CNS2RA6P0Q
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175TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION



      Following a summer organ recital I had the opportunity to give while at a little
country church near my parents’ following my sophomore year in college, (1976),
an audience member my age handed me a small wrapped thank you gift. Once
home I opened her present to reveal a laminated bookmark that read: “He who
sings prays twice.”  I don’t remember this girl’s name, but I’ve never forgotten
where I received the gift or what it proclaimed. My musician heart began a quest
to identify all the prayer texts I was then aware of that had been set to music. My
radar for this particular genre has always continued since then as a personal
mission, partly to always remember the significance of prayer in one’s spiritual
journey, but also for finding sources of prayer language at times when my own
has gone mute.  
 
     Somehow the juxtaposition of Lent, prayer, and music is a triage vital to new
growth during this meditative, reflective season and a blessing whenever recalled
and sung. How many times have I talked with folks planning a funeral or memorial
service, only to find that the language and melodies of prayer hymns from the
past, especially those from childhood, have become vital links for planning of a
life celebration.  Somehow the text and music speak what the heart needs to
express, especially during a time of bereavement. 
 
    For Lent 2020 I’ve once again turned my thoughts to hymnody, specifically
searching for historic sources of the prayer hymns we still might be singing in
21st century settings.  In 1884 Atticus G. Haywood, D.D. and 
R. M. McIntosh compiled 401 hymns of prayer and praise in a 
volume appropriately named “Prayer and Praise,” originating 
from the Southern Methodist Episcopal Church (published in 
Macon, Georgia).  Scanning the full contents for hymns familiar 
to me, I found “Pass Me Not, O Gentle Savior,” the text authored
by Fanny Crosby, a prolific hymnist from the 19th century. 
Fanny Crosby wrote more than 8,000 sacred hymn texts.  
Compilers of hymns for new hymnals were reluctant to put too 
many of her hymns under one cover, so Fanny came up with over 200
pseudonyms, allowing more of her opus to be available to the masses.  By the end
of her life at the age 94, Fanny, blind from shortly after birth, was a household
name.

 

continued on next page
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by Randy Day, Music Ministry Director
 

FROM THE MUSIC DESK 

http://www.maineyouth.net/


 continued from last page
      Prayer language as set to music has evolved right along with
our liturgical and secular use of speech. Some texts from the 
19th century are quite archaic, flowery, and sometimes heavily 
lean toward the emotional. As I’ve shared with St. Paul’s Choir, 
many texts fall by the wayside over time; there simply isn’t 
staying power between the language used and the musical 
marriage to chosen melodies.
 
     Yet a few gems of hymnody still resonate today, in some 
cases experiencing a comeback as different ensembles and 
arrangers breathe new life into them.  Turning to the prayer 
hymn “Pass Me Not, O Gentle Savior,”  one could pray the 
Crosby text and imagine a blind author and how these words 
might’ve rung true as a heart-expression for her….and 
simultaneously find a personal connection and voice.
 
     During a Lenten period, a time when we go deeper inside our minds and
thoughts, seeking answers as to our spiritual relationship with God, we long to
affirmatively know that our link with the Divine is secure, that we indeed have
not been passed by.  If we’ve experienced significant loss, whether of job, status,
or the death of a companion, we need to know our Savior is still present, still
available. Would this hymn have been known to 19th century members of St.
Paul’s?  Perhaps.  Would the St. Paul’s parishioners of a high Anglican, cradle-
Episcopal heritage heard the music or text, or known of Fanny Crosby?  Maybe. 
Yet what fascinates me today is that we still need the same Savior as our 19th
century ancestors. We still need solace, comfort, and assurance of where we
stand with God.  And when we can’t come up with the language to say so,
especially in the darker moments of the night, we can freely offer up Fanny’s
words, asking God to “hear our humble cry.”  We can petition God, busy with the
pleas of everyone else, to not forget us.
 
      Watch around the church campus for a poster entitled “Hymns of Prayer.” 
You can take a picture of it with your cell phone, go home on your computer,
type “RiteSong Hymnal 1982.” You will find all the texts and music for our entire
hymnal at your fingertips, including the service music we use as prayers. Access
the website and begin the search for the singable prayers fit for the moment. 
May the pleas of other hearts transcend the decades and speak for you. Right
here and now during Lent 2020.
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Knitting Maine Mittens

     Holy Stitchers hosted a three day 'Learn to knit traditional Maine mittens' 
class during February's school winter break. These classes were taught by
Robin Hansen, internationally known author, historian, and knitting instructor. 
The classes were designed specifically for people who have never knit before.  
 
     Students included four high schoolers, and five adults, plus a helper.  Holy
Stitchers would like to especially thank all who contributed to a 'knittership'
which allowed some of these high schoolers to attend and learn.  
 
      Although these mittens are just getting done; the learning was enjoyable,
intense and a wonderful shared experience. Because the learn to knit classes
were so successful, the Holy Stitchers are discussing dates, times, for future
classes.  If interested in learning; contact a Holy Stitcher member, or the
church office.
 
 

by Charla A. Spann, Holy Stitchers chair.
 

http://www.episcopalchurch.org/files/documents/way_of_love_reflection_english.pdf
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      The Lenten Meditations Booklet
 
       Thanks to forty volunteers, Adult Formation is once again able to make
available the Lenten Meditations booklet for your Lenten reading.  Every year I am
able to say with a straight face: This is the best booklet yet.  I don’t lie; that’s
really how it feels to me. This year’s is a wonderful collection of thoughtful,
insightful, and inspired readings to accompany you on your Lenten journey. 
Please let the authors know if they touched your heart by what they wrote.  
 
“I Was a Stranger and You Invited Me In”(Matthew 25:35)
       The topic of our Lenten program, which will be held every Tuesday in March,
is hospitality, a ministry at the very heart of Christianity.  Our rector, Carolyn
Eklund, has been promoting hospitality as a theme for the year, and although we
have adopted the same theme, we are going to look at hospitality through a
slightly different lens.  Carolyn has been urging and modeling how we extend
hospitality as a church; the Lenten series will look at the hospitality we
individually offer and receive outside of St. Paul’s.  
 
       It has been said that hospitality is a remedy for fear, anger, and suspicion. 
Jesus, of course, was famously accused of associating with the “wrong” kind of
people—the marginalized, the forgotten, the rejected, and the misunderstood. 
The kind of hospitality Jesus modeled is not about social graces.  His kind of
hospitality is about mutual reverence, which stems from the belief that every
human being is sacred; every life is holy ground.
 
      In the ancient world hospitality was about protecting people as they traveled. 
It was about saving lives, and it still may be about saving lives—healing
and rejuvenating them.  Hospitality requires an open heart and a desire to be
available.  It’s about acceptance, but that’s not the same as tolerance or even
approval.  Acceptance is about receiving the other rather than judging the other. 
It’s not about condoning but about welcoming, listening, receiving, and embracing
the other.  Grand gestures are not necessary to show hospitality.  Hospitality may
involve seemingly small and ordinary actions, such as a friendly conversation with
the person bagging your groceries at Hannaford or stopping to admire a new pair
of boots on a small child making her way to the Family Service. Showing
hospitality can change everything.

 LENT AT ST. PAUL'S
by Pam Nugent, Adult Christian Formation Chair
 

I Was a
Stranger
and You
Invited
Me In

Matthew 25:35

http://www.maineyouth.net/
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      Extending hospitality means that we allow the other the freedom to make
mistakes.  In some measure hospitality refers to interactions with those who are
outside of the security of our comfort zone,which often means a stranger.  In
those interactions we give them room to be who they are rather than who we want
them to be. Hospitality enables us to joyfully make room for another inside our
open heart.          
 
       Each Tuesday in Lent will present a different aspect of hospitality, according
to the following schedule:
 
Tuesday, March 3: “The Biblical Basis for Hospitality,”  Dr. Deidre Good
                               Bring your Bible!
 
Tuesday, March 10: “Listening,” Ellen Hall, Pat Ryan, the Rev. Mary Lee Wile
 
Tuesday, March 17: “Hospitality to Strangers in Our Homes,” Macauley Lord, 
                                  Johanna Wigg
 
Tuesday, March 24: “How Does It Feel to Receive Hospitality?” 
                                  the Rev. Chick Carroll, Carol Lord
 
 Tuesday, March 30: “Hospitality to Foster Care Children,” Tammy Cutchen, 
                                  Lynn Johnson, Theo Lucas-Wallace
 
      We invite you to come for a simple soup/salad/bread dinner at 5:30 on the
nights listed above.  The program begins at 6:15 and ends at 7:30. 
Except for the first night with Dr. Deidre Good, the format will begin with a
presentation interspersed with questions and discussions, followed
by small-group discussions.  Please come to hear the stories of hospitality the
presenters will share with you and offer your own in return.  
 
            ***Child care will be provided from 5:30-7:30.***
 
 

http://www.maineyouth.net/
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FROM EARTHCARE
Rain Garden
    This spring the Earth Care Committee will start 
working on the Rain Garden project which we  
presented to the Vestry last year. If approved, the 
garden will be located at the corner of Union and 
Pleasant Streets, and use the run-off from the 
church roof to water plants. This will take some 
reworking of the soil, and we will be planting native plants and especially
those that attract pollinators.  We hope to invite parishioners to donate
plants and labor.
     We have some fun and purposeful ideas for fundraising, to pay for work
needed to set up the water system and prepare the area.  We will be
presenting this full project to the Vestry.
 
Compost
     A quick informational note. The cold drink cups and tableware that we use
look like plastic, but they are NOT.  They are actually corn-based, and ARE
COMPOSTABLE. They do take a lot of space in the buckets, so we sometimes
collect and stack them separately from the food buckets.  Wooden kabob
sticks are also compostable.  Garbage to Garden uses an industrial model that
heats and breaks down materials more quickly than our back yard piles.  
  
   Thanks for your continuing support.
 
         a few lines from Mary Oliver’s poem 
How the Grass and the Flowers Came to Exist, a God-Tale
and so there is clover…
 
and there is the green and sturdy grass,
and the goldenrod
and the spurge and the yarrow
and the ivies and the bramble 
and the blue iris
 
covering the earth
thanking the Lord with their blossoms.
 

by Martha Burtt, EarthCare Ministry
 

http://www.episcopalchurch.org/files/documents/way_of_love_reflection_english.pdf
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Don't 
see your 
birthday or
anniversary?

If we have

missed your

birthday or

anniversary, 

please let the

office know so

that we may

update our files.

 

  
The Messenger is published monthly, excluding January, and with a combined
July/August issue. It is emailed to the parish. Paper copies are available at the
church for those who prefer them. It is also mailed to those who do not have
email. Please send submissions for the April issue by March 20.   
Articles may be emailed to stpauls@stpaulsmaine.org or placed in Susan
Tyler’s box in the Parish Office. 
 

BIRTHDAYS &ANNIVERSARIES

Think about signing up to host
Coffee Hour on the Sunday
closest to your birthday!

Happy  Birthday
Nancy Hawkins  3/1
Bonita Labonte 3/1
Marckelina Mwedi 3/2
Clare White 3/2
Thomas Davison 3/4
Adam Fraser 3/4
Ray Murphy 3/4
Divinity Rivera 3/4
Bennett Joseph 3/5
Mary Lee Wile 3/10
Hannah Hartman 3/12
Richard Nickerson 3/14
Steve White 3/14
Pat McCabe 3/18
Benjamin Fraser 3/19
 

Pat Ryan 3/19
Isaac Olsen 3/21
Jaxson Redlon 3/23
Ethel Grasmuck 3/26
Devonia Redlon 3/26
David Talmage 3/27
Willow Sky Jewett 3/28
Lois Thacker 3/28
Peter McCracken 3/30
Marjorie Arnold 3/31
Lucinda White 3/31



Check out our website
for more details!
stpaulsmaine.org
Follow us on Facebook!
Sign up for our weekly
emails!
Check out our Youtube
channel:  St Paul's
Brunswick Maine
Please consider
enrolling in electronic
giving, It is a convenient
way to provide
consistent financial
support to the church.
See stpaulsmaine.org to
enroll

The Rev. Carolyn H. Eklund, Rector
The Rev. Mary Lee Wile, Deacon
Cliff Ruprecht, Senior Warden
Johanna Wigg, Junior Warden
Randy Day, Music Ministry Director
Susan Tyler, Parish Administrator
Carolyn Farr, Administrative Assistant
Jane Redlon, Nursery Caregiver
Lynn Johnson, Assistant Nursery Caregiver
Aubrey Farmer, Sexton 
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Stay in touch!

STAFF & LEADERSHIP

http://stpaulsmaine.org/news-2/stay-in-touch/
https://www.facebook.com/StPaulsBrunswick/

